
 

 

Minutes of the Financial Council 

April 5, 2018 

 

 

Present: Bing Johnson, Cecil Huey, Sarah McNeill, Jeannine Varenhorst, Liz Purcell 

 

 

 

Fund Raising — The Auction - Liz reported that the planning for the auction is on track. Petra estimates 

that we will reach our target of $6000. 

 

Belk Fund Raising.  We are in the middle of that campaign. 

 

Mystery Theatre — The play has been cancelled due to unavailability of Kathy Gilcrist, whose mother 

has died. In it’s place there will be a concert by Paula and Jorge on May 19th.   

 

Sanctuary Doors — Cecil Huey has gotten an estimate of $11601 for the two sanctuary doors. They will 

be identical to the door that was put in this year. The middle door, however, will have a combination lock 

similar to the new one on the Founder’s House.  Cecil explained that the doors are made in batches and 

delivery depends on when the order is placed. We have $6000 from an anonymous donor for one of the 

doors.  In previous meetings, it was suggested that the Riley Stevens Memorial ($2135) be applied to the 

doors.  Bing will discuss with the BOT. 

 

 

Financial Council and Planned Giving Committee Procedures — Cecil Huey has been researching the 

current procedures and proposed that we form a subcommittee to reconcile the procedures of the 

Financial Council and Planned Giving to provide better clarity in our money management processes.  Liz 

and Cecil will be on the subcommittee. 

 

Safe Deposit Box -  It was agreed that there is no longer a need for a safe deposit box at the bank 

($45/year).  The FC will purchase a small fireproof box to keep the papers that are currently in the box at 

the bank. 

 

Cash Reserve -  There was discussion about the best accounting practice for handling the cash reserve. 

Bing is researching this issue. 

 

Financial Reports — The FC reviewed the March financial reports.  It was noted that the amount spent on 

natural gas was at 107% of the amount budgeted for the year.  Liz reported that Becky had double 

checked the bills and looked at charges for gas in previous years. 2017 was an unusually mild year (in Jan 

& Feb). We had based our budget on that year.  It was recommended in the next year’s budget we use the 

average of several years for estimating our utility costs. It was also noted that our costs for payroll were 

higher than budgeted.  Liz will research this item.   

 

Pass Through Accounts —- Bing observed that we have several very small Pass Through Accounts that 

we are not actively using.  We will work on distributing those funds. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Liz Purcell 


